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EDITORIAL

India did so with 28 states and over 550 million voters turning up amounting

”Even though there are certain

to 67% of the registered voters, electing Narendra Modi to lead India for the

challenges with the construction of

next 5 years. His BJP-led NDA alliance won a massive victory carrying 336

the BSE index, I believe the

seats of 543 in the Lok Sabha, BJP singlehandedly got a majority with 282

development after the election

seats. Many factors contributed to end the 10-year rule of the UPA and

expresses an general sense of hope

Manmohan Singh-led government, but perhaps the topmost issue was leadership, or rather lack of it. One could argue that the scandals and
corruption scams would have been a main issue anyway during this period
due to the fact that Indian media finally declared a war on corruption. Hopefully Modi’s way of ”good governance” and straightforward way of doing
things - to delegate power coupled with a focus on delivery and
accountability - it seems, will help minimise inefficiencies in the system.
Being far down on the world index of countries difficult to do business in, is
not a measure of a country’s growth, it merely shows that the country can do

EDITOR
Robin Sukhia
Secretary General / President
Sweden India Business Council

India Unlimited took place during the end of April. In my humble opinion, it was a great
success. Speakers and panels on a scale hardly seen in Stockholm before, 9 three-hour business sessions in 3 days,
including speakers such as Dr. Arun Maira, Chairman of the Indian Planning Commission and Mr. Markus Wallenberg, Chairman of SAAB, among other stellar participants. Business and cultural events mixing together to show
the many opportunities that abound in India. A warm thanks to the Indian Embassy team is in order, in particular
to Ambassador Banashree Bose Harrison for showing great vision, and to Mr. Sanjoo Malhotra for organising and
managing the events. SIBC worked closely with the Embassy and offered extensive advise on the business program. The Next India Unlimited is set for the week starting May 25th, 2015. Another major change has come about;
India now has 29 states after the formation of Telangana, dividing the erstwhile Andhra Pradesh into two parts.
Hopefully we will be able to have some more information on this in coming issues of this magazine.

The Indian general election outcome is of course the big India news of the year. A handful of observers actually
predicted this outcome but the vast majority of us were simply blown away by the Narendra Modi wave that swept
India. I wrote in the last editorial that it was almost like all of Europe going to elect a leader, party and government.

in the business community:
That the Modi government will
deliver reforms for a better infrastructure, a more efficient tax
system and perhaps less bureaucracy. Many are also hoping for more
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI)
into India. I believe this motivates a

better and make things easier. During India Unlimited, Mr. Anders

fundamental increase on the Stock

Grundströmer, President of Scania India, presented a business climate survey

Exchange. On the other hand, it is of

made by the Swedish Chamber of Commerce India, stating that Swedish

course a bit difficult to elaborate on

companies are very positive to India in the longer term and continue, even

how large it should be. Sure, there is

in the short term, to invest and do successful business. An interesting fact

risk of setbacks if the high

to remember is that during the last 10 years, India’s economy has grown-

expectations are not met, or the

faster than during any other 10-year period in its history. India has grown

reform process becomes too slow”

in spite of its governement. Imagine what will happen in India with a active

		

leadership.....Modi to the rescue?
Election 2009 UPA in blue

Klas Eklund,
Election 2014 BJP in orange

Senior Economist SEB ,
Senior Advisor
SIBC

A Crossroads for India, and Its Business
Landscape
by Ravi Venkatesan for Harvard Business Review May 23, 2014. Mr. Venkatesan is
also Senior Advisor to Sweden-India Business Council
For the first time in three decades,

private, and public investment,

spective effect from April 1962 to

the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)

especially in infrastructure, mining,

force the telecom giant, Vodafone,

has won so many seats (282 out of

and manufacturing, recently. That’s

to pay a $2-billion tax bill. Tax claims

543) in India’s recently-concluded

partly because a deadly mix of po-

have also resulted in the closure of

general elections that it can hope

licy paralysis, rampant corruption,

Nokia’s flagship factory in Chennai

to be in office for the next five years

and bureaucratic inertia has plagu-

with the consequent loss of 5,000

without the support of another

ed the Indian economy for the last

jobs. Don’t expect excesses of that

political party. Not only does that

five years.

sort under the Modi administration;

give the BJP an unequivocal man-

Almost every CEO I’ve talked to, be-

he publicly decried the previous

date for change, but also, it allows

government’s “tax terrorism” during

the right-of-center party to adopt a

his campaign. That should come as

long-term perspective while making

a relief for multinational companies

policy decisions. Most Indians are

that can cope with unhelpful poli-

jubilant, the stock market has shot

cies, but not with policy reversals.

up by 20%, and, in the week after

It’s widely believed that Modi,

the results were announced, the

just as he did in Gujarat, will try to

Indian rupee appreciated the most

tame India’s sclerotic, corrupt, and

among 78 currencies that Bloom-

self-serving bureaucracy by elimi-

berg tracks.

nating archaic laws and regulations,

Although Narendra Modi, the

and by using technology to elimina-

63-year-old former chief minister

fore and after the polls, believes that

te their discretionary powers. That

of the western state of Gujarat,

Modi is a shrewd, pragmatic, and

should result in faster clearances

will take over from an economist,

decisive leader, who can kick-start

of investment proposals, especially

Manmohan Singh, as India’s prime

economic growth and development

those from foreign companies, by

minister on May 26, fixing the Indian

in India by fostering a more busi-

the central government. However,

economy will, ironically, have to be

ness-friendly policy environment.

local governments have to provide

the new leader’s top priority. After

What exactly does that mean in a

many clearances today, so the ease

all, India’s growth has slowed to a

mixed economy like India’s?

of doing business will differ from

crawl, with GDP expanding by less

India has recently become one

one Indian state to another.

than 5% in the last two years com-

of the most challenging places in

Over the past five years, India

pared to 9% per annum in the five

the world in which to do business.

developed a reputation for being

years before 2008.

This is partly due to the arbitrary

the most corrupt of the major eco-

Some of the causes are well-known,

interpretation of tax laws by venal

nomies, but that should diminish

such as the government’s fiscal prof-

revenue authorities. No one can

under the new administration. Most

ligacy and runaway inflation, but

forget how the Singh government

businesspeople agree that Gujarat

there has also been a fall in foreign,

amended a law in 2012 with retro-

under Modi was less corrupt than

most other states were. Modi has

instance, while global pharmaceu-

high inflation, a huge fiscal deficit,

vowed to crack down on corrupt po-

tical companies and governments

and large welfare programs and

liticians and he will hold the bureau-

have been demanding stronger

subsidies that will be hard to rein

cracy more accountable. However,

patent protection and an end to the

in. Besides, India’s federal system

many rules, regulations, and app-

compulsory licensing of drugs in

ensures that state governments

rovals are state-level or local mat-

India, that’s a tough call to make for

deal with key issues such as power

ters, so the mega scams may go

the government of a relatively poor

distribution, education, and land

away, but demands for bribes and

country. Similarly, India’s need to re-

acquisition. That may prove to be

speed money will not.

vitalize its manufacturing sector will

a problem in the 17 states where

India could finally have elected a

require policy changes including re-

the BJP is not in power. The BJP also

central government that focuses

ducing local content requirements

lacks a majority in India’s upper hou-

on improving its infrastructure over

and preferences for locally made

se, so some major policy changes,

the next five years. Modi has said,

goods in government purchases.

such a national goods and services

time and again, that infrastructure

Whether Modi will bite those bullets

tax and the reform of labor laws,

development, particularly electricity

isn’t clear.

could be slow.

generation, railroad expansion, and

Similarly, foreign companies’ ac-

If we were to think of the Indian

road building, will be his top prio-

cess to sectors such as multi-brand

economy as a flywheel, its current

rities. He has a good track record

retailing, defense production, and

rotation in the wrong direction

in that area, with Gujarat boasting

insurance may improve more slowly

should be arrested quickly, within

some of the country’s best infra-

than the world might wish due to

a year, as business and consumer

structure, so that may not be empty

the BJP’s ideological compulsions.

confidence grows, investment picks

rhetoric.

In these contentious matters, the

up, and the government pursues

At the macro level, Modi will proba-

government will maintain a fine

sensible fiscal and monetary poli-

bly strive to build a globally com-

balance between being compliant

cies. However, major reforms and

petitive manufacturing sector that

with its obligations to the WTO, on

strengthening institutions will

will become India’s much-needed

the one hand, and doing what’s best

take time, so the flywheel may not

job-creation engine. As China’s cost

for local business interests on the

gather speed in the right direction

competitiveness gets eroded, and

other.

for the next five years.

global corporations reduce their de-

Hopefully, the Modi administration

Still, India has a chance to return to

pendence on manufacturing there,

will engage in a dialogue with fo-

the path of rapid economic deve-

there’s an opportunity to get foreign

reign companies and governments,

lopment. China has been a growth

companies to move their produc-

and search for win-win solutions

engine for the past 20 years for

tion bases to India. Given his natio-

rather than announce decisions uni-

many multinational companies,

nalist zeal, Modi will do his best to

laterally. As a result, friction on trade

and many are now looking for the

capitalize on that opportunity. The

and investment matters should fall

next China. No other country is

U.S. may be on the defensive becau-

substantially, and economic ties

better positioned to play that role

se it denied Modi a diplomatic visa

with the U.S., Japan, and Europe

than India, where relatively modest

in 2005, but American multinatio-

should expand.

changes in the policy environment

nals, like all foreign companies, will

Thus, optimism is warranted, but

can unleash a torrent of investment,

find him extremely approachable.

euphoria is not. The Modi go-

entrepreneurship, and prosperity.

While the BJP government will be

vernment, despite its mandate

receptive to foreign investors, it will

for change, doesn’t have a magic

also pursue India’s “self-interest.” For

wand at its disposal. It has inherited

Sweden India GreenTech Alliance
development and actions spring 2014
Arati Davis,

Accelerating Indo-Swedish Cleantech
Partnership
Centre the project has a unique and
More business within innovat ive cleantech
technologies, between India and Sweden.
That is the main purpose of a new collaboration project. In-depth matchmaking,
networking and knowledge sharing are key
methods.
Eleven Swedish cutting-edge
cleantech companies met with a
large number of Indian companies
and other stakeholders in Mumbai,
Chennai and New Delhi in late April.
The Swedish companies have experience to provide small as well as
large-scale solutions in the field of
energy, and have all been assessed
to be of high relevance in the Indian
context.
These companies focus on solutions
in a range of areas: Waste-to-Energy:
ED Biogas, FOV Biogas, Neo-Zeo;
Off-Grid Solar: HiNation; Electric
Vehicles: CleanMotion; Emission
Sensors: Sensic; Solar Energy:
S-Solar, Exeger; Energy Efficiency:
WattGuard, Opcon and Climacheck.
The delegation was organised by
the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA)
in collaboration with the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) and
Business Sweden, and forms part of
the programme India Sweden Innovations’ Accelerator. Its goal is to
promote business and partnerships
for innovative solutions in the field
of renewable energy and energy
efficiency. Through the close partnership with CII – Green Business

proven opportunity to link the most
relevant Indian actors to the selected Swedish companies. Preparatory web-based meetings secure the
quality and efficiency of the physical
B2B meetings. Another key for success is the programme´s very strong
principle of that the genuine drive
of the individual company is the key
to create their success on the Indian
market – a market in many ways
very different from the Nordic.
“The only way of reaching out to
the relevant partners is by finding
the right channels and to establish
a broad network, on location in
India. As a small company with an
innovative solution on how to save
energy in lighting this programme
has become crucial for our future
success in India. In the delegation,
we are all on a joint learning-curve
to understand the business culture
and needs of our Indian counterparts. We gain critical insights and
build valuable trust through being
given the chance to participate in
an activity like this one” says Finn
Christensen, Director and CCO of
Wattguard International AB.
Public support can only create a
platform to facilitate collaborations
and knowledge development. Iit is
the company representative who
must grab the opportunity and
build fruitful business partnerships.
“Thru the Innovation Programme

we have now signed a Memorandum of Understanding with an
Indian partner. We believe it’s a
promising partnership and together
we are now just about to start look
for concrete cases, business opportunities and how to best fit into
the Indian context” says Christoffer
Rehn at Opcon.
“The SEA and the programme partners can “open doors” to development of business and innovations
for the delegates through well-prepared, high quality meetings. But it
is the company who has to take the
step over the threshold. Only in that
way, this initiative can become a
true accelerator for business and the
spread of innovative and environmentally friendly technologies! believe we are on the right track.” says
programme manager Ludvig Lindström. The Swedish company FOV
Fabrics has developed a new solution for a biogas reactor. “Already
from the start we had markets like
India in mind when we developed
our technology. We believe it is very
well adapted for the Indian conditions and during the summer we
are planning to install a number of
small test units, testing for different
substrates and local conditions” says
Fredrik Johansson at FOV Fabrics
A new delegation of companies
in view of a coming trip to India is
planned for in October 2014.

newable energy – the participants were

Damage Control

also provided with insights and experiences from three Swedish cleantech

Mikael Kullman
Manager, SIGTA

companies and their India market entry

In September SIGTA will also actively

and development efforts.

participate in the workshop ”Spark of

In addition to information provided by

Creativity” arranged by Swedish Insti-

speakers etc., the SIGTA meetings have

tute in connection with their Executive

turned out to be a great opportunity to

Management Programme for Indian

meet business colleagues for exchange

participants.

of experience and knowledge. The meetings have also attracted companies,
As informed in previous issue of

possibly interested to join SIBC in the

Insight Sweden India, a branch-focus-

future.

sed group within the SIBC has been
established. The two first meetings
of Sweden India Greentech Alliance

What’s next on
SIGTA’s plans?

In addition to this, SIGTA
will also arrange its third meeting early fall.
The meeting’s tentative focus is financing matters. Additional element on the

(SIGTA) have been successful with

Coming fall SIGTA will participate in dif-

agenda is

participation from both members

ferent activities facilitating interactions

presentation of the joint India supplier

and non-members.

and collaboration between Sweden and

collaboration project for sustainable

India in the cleantech area.

production a projct initiated and

The 2nd meeting held on May 5th was

Late August SIGTA is invited to actively

implemented by Indiska, Kapp-Ahl and

attended by more than 20 participants

participate in the “Innovation Workshop

Lindex together.

who was provided with a number of

on Cleantech Utilities for Nordic Com-

interesting and inspiring presentations

panies” looking for collaboration with

followed by common discussions. In

India. The workshop is arranged by

addition to speakers giving an insight

Inclusive Business, the Swedish national

to the policy perspectives of the Indian

centre for advancement of inclusive

cleantech arena – with a focus on re-

business initiatives.

We look forward to a
fruitful and eventful fall

Read more here

Anita Jonsson &
Håkan Rantakeisu,
Business Sweden

INDIA UNLIMITED 2014
Mrs. Anna Kinberg-Batra
Parliamentary Group
Leader -

Mrs. Banashri Bose Harrison,

Moderate Party

Ambassador to Sweden and
Latvia

From 22nd to 28th April, India Unlimited’s first India+Sweden Week showcased different and
new aspects of the Indian economy and culture. On one hand, it stimulated productive discussions on some key themes which mapped the way ahead for economic partnerships between
the two countries whilst on the other, it succeeded in demonstrating India’s soft power
through the four Cs - Cinema, Cuisine, Culture and Crafts.

The business conference in Clarion Hotel,
organised with the help of the Sweden India
Business Council and Business Sweden,
brought together speakers from the business
community, government and the academia
from both countries for lively discussions
on themes related to technology & services,
leadership and innovation which threw up
many interesting ideas for India-Sweden
partnerships in different fields.
Read the full press release
on the Indian Embassy
HERE

Håkan Kingstedt
Chairman
Sweden-India
Business Cuncil

From the left:
Samarkand, Deolalkar, COO L&T Infotech
Lars-Olof Lindgren, Chairman SAAB India
Christian Johansson, CFO Gunnebo

Mr. Daniel Johansson , State Secretary

DR. Arun Maira, Chairman of the
Indian Planning Commission

Mats Granryd,
CEO TELE 2

Amit Bajaj, Head Nordic Region, TCS
Mats Granryd, CEO Tele 2
Moderated by Robin Sukhia, SIBC

Anil Raj, OMC Power founder
and SIBC Senior Advisor

Fashion show
Gala dinner
Food festivals
Cinema festival
Dance shows

Photo by Johan Spinnell

CNBC TV18
REPORT
SIBC Chairman Håkan Kingstedt participated in the
Sustainable
Infrastructure panel which
was moderatoed by Sweden
India Greentech Alliance SIGTA’s Mikael Kullman.

Robin Sukhia, Secretary General
of Sweden-India Business Council,
moderating the inauguration and
the conference on ICT and
Security.

Sanjoo Malhotra, the successful Project Manager
of India Unlimited, with Indian Star and activist NANDITA DAS

GUJARAT
Highest number of ports With one ma-

Narendra Modi, Former Chief Minister
of Gujarat - now Prime Minister of India

jor port and 41 non-major ports, Gujarat has the
highest number of operational and commercial
cargo ports in India

Second fastest growing state india At a CAGR* of 16.5 per cent, Gujarat’s growth
was the second highest in India between 2005-06
and 2011-12.

Largest denim producer With a contribution of 70 per cent to India’s denim production, Gujarat
is the largest manufacturer of denim in the country and
the third largest in the world.

Second highest number of FDI proposals Gujarat attracted 131 FDI proposals worth US$ 3.7 billion over
2011-12 and became the state with the second highest number of
FDI proposals

Largest cotton producer and exporter Gujarat contributed about 30 per cent and 60 per cent to India’s cotton production
and total cotton exports, respectively, during 2011-12, making it the
largest producer and exporter of cotton in the country

DOWNLOAD THE
FULL
REPORT HERE

Top milk procuring and second highest milk producing state
Gujarat is the top milk procuring state in the country, with 10.3 million kilograms of milk
procured per day (about 35 per cent of India’s total milk procurement) during 2011-12. Also,
Gujarat is the second largest milk producing state (9.8 million tonnes over 2011-12) in India

Gujarat - the SINGLE WINDOW for Investments
Welcome to visit the website below here

BUSINESS SWEDEN reports that some swedish companies have established operations in Gujarat. Check the links below!
SKF: the Ahmedabad factory became the
first bearing factory in India to be certified
by LEED rating and the third SKF facility
across the globe to attain a LEED
certification. Read more here.

Gunnebo : Gunnebo India Private
Limited have a huge manufacturing
plants located at Halol, Vadodara.
Readm more here.

ABB: Has a manufacturing unit in
Vadodara. Read more here.

Bombardier
Read more here.

SIBC ACTIVITIES

Sales Director
RTI AB

Susanne Jakobsson,
Sales Director
MAERSK Scandinavia

2014
29-jan Sweden-India GreenTech 		
		Alliance
25-mar Handels i Göteborg
27-mar RTI Electronics
02-apr Asia Executive
03-apr SIBC/Embassy
22-26
april
India Unlimited
07-maj SIBC Annual meeting
08-may Indian Election
22-may Taxes with E&Y
18,21,22
aug		
Swedish Ambassador
02-sep SIGTA meeting 3
18-sep Ravi Venkatesan
Autumn Canablava
Autumn Cewe Instruments
Autumn Using a Distributor
Dec		
Christmas Dinner

Companies act of 2013
- India Desk

Under the new Act, various provisions which were hitherto not applicable to private
companies have now been made applicable to private companies eg. Remuneration
limits to Managing Director/ Whole time director applicable, additional conditions for
preferential allotment of shares, rights issue etc., additional requirements with respect
to related party transactions, restrictions on inter-corporate loans and deposits, added
onus on directors and key managerial persons.
The Corporate Social responsibility provisions have been introduced and made mandatory for companies satisfying the prescribed criteria.
Mandatory rotation of statutory auditors

Download the full REPORT HERE
Indian Desk is a PwC initiative that aims to be able to meet our clients’ needs in a
comprehensive way about India-related issues. We have many employees with diverse
backgrounds, including talented accountants, lawyers and economists with experience
of India and doing business there, they understand the complex situations that may
arise. In India, a Swedish company needs someone who understands them, their work
and vision as well as help to customize their service according to the reality in which
the company operates, both before and after successfully establishing in India.

Staffan Ahl
Swedpartnership

BUSINESS NEWS
AstraZeneca to delist in
India

med joint venture in China, Dongfeng

To complete this process the company
will have to shell out approx Rs 700
crore (based on the Monday's close)

usly the manufacturing head of Volvo's

BS Reporter | Bangalore

Commercial Vehicle. Mittal was previoequally owned Indian joint venture, VE
Commercial Vehicle. Read more here.

AstraZeneca Pharma India said on

Perstorp to Showcase Materials and Coating Products

Monday it would delist from exchanges

March 4th, 2014 | Editor: Dominik

in the country, as asked by its Swedish

Stephan

promoter AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals. The parent, with 75 per cent in the

Perstorp presents its Capa technology
for coatings at Paintindia 2014

Indian-listed arm, will have to dish out

Perstorp presents a full palette of es-

a minimum of Rs 700 crore (based on

sential building block raw materials and

Monday’s close of Rs 1,110.90 a share

innovative specialty coating products at

on the BSE) to buy the remaining stake.

Paintindia 2014. The speciality chemi-

Read more here

cals company sees Asia and India as of

March 4, 2014

high strategic importance.

Made-in-India executives
take up global roles at auto
giants like Volvo, Ford and
Nissan

Perstorp/Sweden – “We have built our

Ketan Thakkar ET Bureau | Mar 3, 2014,

ducts designed for today and tomor-

organization locally to support our
customers with fast responses, smooth
business processes and innovative prorow. We are fully prepared for India’s

MUMBAI: The trend has started with the
future and its success”, explained As
consumer goods, banking and services
sectors. It is now spreading to the auto- Parag Karhadkar, Sales Director APAC at
Perstorp explains. Read more here.
mobile industry.
More and more global auto majors are
promoting their executives in India to
international roles. Their experience in
managing challenges in a disparate and
diversified market is proving to be the
biggest advantage for these people.

Quikr raises Rs 550 crore
from group of investors
led by Swedish investment
company Kinnevik

in the world, has recently named Rajesh

By Biswarup Gooptu, ET Bureau |
12 Mar, 2014

Mittal to lead manufacturing operations

NEW DELHI: Online and mobile classifieds

at the Swedish company's newly for-

venture Quikr has raised $90 million ( Rs 550

Volvo, the second-largest truck maker

Kelvinator launches Appliances Business through
SUNDEV

up operations in India by hiring more

out of the facility by the end of this year.

people, forging more tie-ups similar to

Read more here.

crore) from a group of investors led by Swedish

Mar 10, 2014

and partnering with local start-ups and

investment firm Investment Kinnevik in a deal

Mumbai: The SEK 109 billion Swedish giant

directories. Read more here.

that marks the largest round of funding for an

Electrolux is launching a slew of small domestic

internet services company in India.

appliance products under its power brand,

the one it has with Twitter Inc. in India,

‘India is one of the most
difficult places in the world
to do business’

The investment was spread across two

This includes a marketing partnership

Mobile broadband is the
next big thing in India: Hans
Vestberg, CEO Ericsson

rounds, with existing investor Warburg

with Mumbai headquartered Sundev

By Romit Guha, | Apr 4, 2014

he has worked in seven countries before coming

Pincus providing the initial investment

Appliances Limited (SAL). SUNDEV is

NEW DELHI: Ericsson, the world's largest

here last year to head the Indian operations of

in September last year, according to a

known for its Desire brand of appli-

telecom equipment maker, has come off a

Alfa Laval, a Swedish engineering firm.

person with direct knowledge of the

ances that it sells Pan-India through

tough 2013 but is optimistic about 2014, thanks

When he hangs up his boots it will be

transaction. The latest deal, signed last

organized retailers such Spencer’s,

to increasing smartphone usage and growth

Australia that will become home for

week, values Quikr at over $250 million

Bharti, Walmart, Auchan, Metro cash &

of mobile broadband, says president & chief

Hedemann, his wife of Chinese origin,

(Rs 1,530 crore). The company's other

carry, Reliance Digital, Girias & traditio-

executive Hans Vestberg.

and their three children.

investors, including eBay, Omidyar

nal retail. Read more here.

Kelvinator.

Business Line, April 22nd, 2014
Jan Hedemann has all the makings of the
quintessential global citizen. Born in Denmark,

The 20-odd years (of a 33-year-long
In an exclusive interview to ET's Romit

career with the group) that he has spent

Guha, Vestberg described India as a key

in Asia — in particular, in Malaysia, Sing-

market for telecom gear and its services

apore, Japan and Indonesia — has laid

participated in the funding, said the

Truecaller’s biggest challenge lies in scaling up
hiring: CEO Alan Mamedi

business. He said the Swedish company

the ground for the India stint and made

person. Read more here.

Livemint.com, March 29th, 2014

needs to increase its share of the Chine-

it somewhat “hard to culture-shock”

Mamedi explains the vision behind Truecaller,

se market, and underlined and under-

him.

Jajoo Hygiene

the potential of the Indian market and partne-

lined the need for free trade between

In an interview with Business Line,

Nonwovens Industry, Published
March 25, 2014

ring with local start-ups .

different regions. Read more here.

Hedemann spoke about living and

Last month, Jajoo Surgical, Indore, India and

Mumbai: True Software Scandinavia AB,

Sweden-based Investkonsult, officially opened

better known as Truecaller, is a Swedish

their joint venture, Jajoo Hygiene. The new

Network, venture capital firms Matrix
Partners India, Nokia Growth Partners
and Norwest Venture Partners, also

working in this vast, diverse country
that he rues “doesn’t appear to be very

company, but nearly 60% of its 50

Volvo to produce buses in
partnership with S.M. Kannapa Automobile

company will manufacture underpads and

million users are in India. The compa-

by Devang Murthy on March 20, 2014

You came to India on the back of a

maternity pads for the hospital and institution

ny claims its product Truecaller is the

Auto giant Volvo Group on Wednesday an-

stint in Japan. What are your impres-

market segment in India.

world’s largest verified mobile phone

nounced a joint venture with S. M. Kannapa

sions?

A maker of hygienic medical supplies in

community that can help users identify

Automobile Private Limited to produce a range

I think you would hardly find two

India since 1993, Jajoo Hygiene’s pro-

callers through a Caller ID and number

of UD buses in the value segment.

countries in the world more opposite

duct portfolio includes the brands Pro

search.

The Swedish auto manufacturer said it

than Japan and India. The first: disci-

JS Care Underpad Regular; Pro JS Care

According to the company’s co-foun-

would invest Rs 125 crore and hold a 15

plined, orderly, clean, safe. And India,

Underpad Premium; Pro JS Care Booster

der and chief executive officer (CEO)

per cent stake in the joint venture.

not very orderly. It strikes you as noisy,

pad; and Pro JS Care Maternity pad.

Alan Mamedi, it is but natural to look

The twelve-metre-long UD buses will

dusty, not very organised. Of course

Meanwhile, Investkonsult is a broker of

at a market like India that has over 1.2

be manufactured at a new facility situ-

there are parts of it that I like, but when

used equipment used in the production

billion people and more than 900 mil-

ated between Hosakote and Kolar. The

I drive past a slum settlement, for all

of nonwovens and hygiene prdoucts.

lion mobile phones. In an interview on

manufacturing facility will commence

my travelling, my stomach still churns

Read more here.

Friday, Mamedi spoke about the inspira-

operation later this year, and the first

with the in-your-face poverty. I am not

tion behind Truecaller, his plans to scale

batch of buses is expected to be rolled

comfortable with beggars, and I will

organised”. Edited excerpts:

always try to sneak a note to a beggar

support Indian government’s plans to

National Solar Mission in January, 2010

with any Indian telecom operator.

saved in the mobile phone by checking

girl, despite being advised against it. In

reduce dependence on fossil fuels and

aiming to 20,000 MW grid power from

Under the partnership, Tata Docomo

it immediately from its database.

fact, I hope not to ever get used to the

increase capacity of renewable energy.

solar energy by March 31st 2022. Read

customers will be able to access True-

“India is important for Truecaller at

sight.

The Ministry of New and Renewable

more here.

caller service without having to pay mo-

present. Out of 55 million subscribers,

Axis signs distribution agreement with Inflow Technologies for the Indian Market

How do you find the work environ-

Energy (MNRE) of India has made a plan

bile internet charges. The application

about 30 million are in India. These

IT Market Flash, March 26, 2014

ment?

for a capacity addition of about 30,000

accesses phone book of users with their

stats talk about importance of our

by Monica filed under Hardware

I love the Indian forthrightness. It is

Axis Communications, the global market

the extreme opposite of that in Japan.

leader in network video, announced that it has

(In India) people look you in the eye

expanded its distribution in India by signing on

when they are expressing their views or

Inflow technologies, a leading distributor in the

don’t agree with you. You get debate,
and there are not so many Yes-people.
This is a refreshing difference. They are
very educated and knowledgeable, and
yes, sometimes come across as pushy
and aggressive, which is not so in other
parts of Asia. I have worked with Indians abroad and it is nice to come here
and see it works really well.
But my advice: never send a fresh expat
to India, because it is so radically different; they can’t be Western here, and
have to change their behaviour. Read

security space as their VAD distributor.

Life is for

With this association, customers in

BEING
CARED FOR

India will now have an easier access
to complete range of Axis products,
accessories and solutions along with
an augmented expertise and service

On board Finnair we take good care
of you, so you can take care of your
business. We provide personal,
multilingual service, and make
sure that you’ll arrive at your
destination refreshed and ready
for the day ahead. Find a new
way to fly at finnair.com

from Inflow Technologies. “Axis is a
100 percent channel driven organisation, and we are aggressively building
our channel network in India to meet
the evolving needs of our customers
across industries,” said Sudhindra Holla,
Country Manager, Axis Communica-



more here.

tions, India. “Through this association,
we are confident that we will be able to

WeSchool matches 11
Swedish renewable energy companies with Indian
partners

address the demand of innovative use

Apr 25, 2014

the growth of surveillance solutions

Mumbai: The ‘India-Swedish Collaborations

in the Indian market and will be an

for Innovative Energy Solutions’ successfully

important addition to our distributor

concludes on April 23, 2014 at WeSchool campus

channel.” Read more here.

of the video surveillance solutions.We
believe that Inflow Technologies has
high competence and expertise to drive

in Mumbai.

a bilateral program that will contribute

Jet Airways launches inaugural service between Paris
and Mumbai

to facilitating technology transfer and

Jet Airwas, India’s premier international

The initiative is led by India-Sweden
Innovations´ Accelerator (ISIA), which is

permission to include their contact in

partnership with Tata Docomo,” said

airline, launches a direct flight from

(2012-17) from various renewable ener-

Sweden’s Truecaller signs
deal with Tata Teleservices

its data base.

Truecaller’s Vice President for Growth

Mumbai to Paris. The services to Paris

scaling and adapting their technolo-

gy sources mostly through private se-

April 25, 2014

Whenever Truecaller user receives an

and Partnership, Asia, Kari Krishnamurt-

Charles De Gaulle, France, will be ope-

gies in the renewable energy space to

ctor participation in the country. MNRE

Swedish caller id firm Truecaller today announ-

incoming call, it shows the name of cal-

hy. Read more here.

rated using a State-of-the-art Airbus A

the local context. This initiative aims to

has also launched Jawaharlal Nehru

ced a partnership with Tata Docomo, the first

ler on the phone screen even if it is not

market entrance in India for Swedish

MW power during the 12th Plan period

innovative companies, focusing on

330. Read more here

Education
Interview with Mr. Rajesh Srinivas, Global Manager – Software Testing, Advanced Engineering,
Volvo Construction Equipment, Eskilstuna, Provided by Gothenburg School of Economics and Law

Can you please tell me
about your background?

Though I’m based out of Eskilstuna, I

participants where we learn from each

do get a lot of opportunities to travel to

other’s experiences.

I come from Bangalore where I obtai-

other Volvo sites across the globe.

ned an engineering degree in Electrical
& Electronics. After graduation, I joined
an internet product start-up company and worked for four years before
moving to a professional test services
company, which was acquired by EDS/
HP. During my 6 year stint in EDS/HP, I
grew up to be a professional senior test
manager with increasing organizational
responsibilities and also provided me
opportunities to travel outside India
to UK and China. Working with various
global customers, this provided me a
strong base and exposure to prepare for
a global role. Then, Volvo happened!

In parallel with your work,
you also study to get an
Executive MBA degree.
Why did you join the Gothenburg Executive MBA
programme?

You have worked in many
countries. Do you have
some observations to
share on the Nordic way of
management?

WANTED:

Are you a Swedish company with:

Swedish small and medium sized companies
with plans to establish a new business partnership, e.g. with a local distributor or supplier, in India or another emerging market.

• 5 – 249 persons employed
• An annual turnover not exceeding
50 million euro and/or
• A balance sheet total not exceeding
43 million euro

OFFER:

CALL:

Financial support up to 200 000 euro (approximately SEK 1,7 million), given as a
loan that is converted into a grant when the
project is completed.

Swedpartnership on +46

8 725 98 85

To a large extent, there is a strong focus
on consensus-driven management. I

With increasing responsibilities at work

see that decisions are underpinned by

I felt the need for improved business

thorough and thoughtful discussions,

and leadership understanding. The

which then pay back during imple-

program has special focus towards

mentation. In Sweden, people are into

emerging markets in India and China

structure and long-term thinking, which

via residential visits, which provide de-

can, sometimes, be perceived as lack of

tailed insight from business and cultural

speed of execution. With a strong back-

perspectives. So far, I am very happy

ground of culture, innovation and

with the program at Handelshögskolan

advancements in technology, this is the

in Gothenburg. Apart from the lear-

right place for managers to learn and

ning process, the program has given

experience management the Swedish

me a personal network with my fellow

way!

When did you join Volvo?
I joined Volvo Construction Equipment
in May 2010. I worked in Bangalore for
18 months before moving to Eskilstuna,
Sweden on an expatriate assignment.
In October 2013, I moved as a full time
employee in Eskilstuna to be part of the
local, rich traditional culture.

Which responsibility do
you have in Volvo?
At Volvo, I’m a Global Manager for
Software Testing with team of 45 engineers spread out in Eskilstuna (Sweden),
Bangalore (India) and Changwon (South
Korea). I’m part of the Testing & Prototype Operations (TnPO) global management team.

www.swedpartnership.se

Business Sweden –
your home base in India.
We invite you to use our meeting
room facilities for internal or client
meetings when travelling to or
within India. We are located centrally in Delhi and Bangalore. Welcome!

Please contact Alka.Saxena@business-sweden.se for any queries

When you start up your business in India, we also
offer in-house office facilities, the Business Support
Office, conveniently located in Delhi, Mumbai, Pune
and Bangalore which gives you daily access to the
Swedish business community.

